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A systematic review was conducted by a multidisciplinary team to
analyze qualitatively best available scientiﬁc evidence on the
effect of agricultural intensiﬁcation and environmental changes on
the risk of zoonoses for which there are epidemiological interactions between wildlife and livestock. The study found several
examples in which agricultural intensiﬁcation and/or environmental change were associated with an increased risk of zoonotic
disease emergence, driven by the impact of an expanding human
population and changing human behavior on the environment.
We conclude that the rate of future zoonotic disease emergence
or reemergence will be closely linked to the evolution of the
agriculture–environment nexus. However, available research inadequately addresses the complexity and interrelatedness of environmental, biological, economic, and social dimensions of zoonotic
pathogen emergence, which signiﬁcantly limits our ability to predict,
prevent, and respond to zoonotic disease emergence.
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ince prehistoric time, major changes in human disease burden, spatial distribution, and pathogen types have arisen
largely owing to human activity. The change from small huntergatherer to large agricultural communities was associated with
the emergence of human contagious diseases, many of which are
of animal origin. Travel and colonization facilitated the introduction of disease to naïve populations. In the last century,
improved nutrition and hygiene and the use of vaccines and
antimicrobials reduced the infectious disease burden. However,
in recent decades, increasing global travel and trade, expanding
human and livestock populations, and changing behavior have
been linked to a rise in disease emergence risk and the potential
for pandemics (1–3).
An analysis of human pathogens revealed that 58% of species
were zoonotic, and 13% were emerging, of which 73% were
zoonotic (4). A similar study found that 26% of human pathogens also infected both domestic and wild animals (5). Emerging
pathogens are more likely to be viruses than other pathogen
types and more likely to have a broad host range (4, 5). Many
recently emerged zoonoses originated in wildlife, and the risk of
emerging zoonotic disease events of wildlife origin is higher
nearer to the equator (6). The human health burden and livelihood impact of zoonotic disease in developing countries are
greater than in the developed world, but lack of diagnosis and
underreporting mean that the contribution of zoonotic disease to
total human disease burden is not sufﬁciently understood (7).
The interaction of humans or livestock with wildlife exposes
them to sylvatic disease cycles and the risk of spillover of potential pathogens (Fig. 1). Livestock may become intermediate
or ampliﬁer hosts in which pathogens can evolve and spill over
into humans, or humans can be infected directly from wildlife or
vectors (8). Human behavioral changes, driven by increasing
population, economic and technological development, and the
associated spatial expansion of agriculture, are creating novel as
well as more intensive interactions between humans, livestock,
and wildlife. These changes have been implicated as drivers of
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some recent emerging disease events (1, 2, 4) that had important
impacts on human livelihoods and health. Sustainable agricultural food systems that minimize the risk of emerging disease will
therefore be needed to meet the food requirements of the rising
global population, while protecting human health and conserving
biodiversity and the environment. These will require a better
understanding of the drivers of disease emergence.
To inform the research policy of the United Kingdom’s Department of International Development, a systematic review was
conducted to analyze qualitatively scientiﬁc knowledge in relation to the effect of agricultural intensiﬁcation and environmental changes on risk of zoonoses at the wildlife–livestock–
human interface.
Results
In summary, the review found strong evidence that modern
farming practices and intensiﬁed systems can be linked to disease
emergence and ampliﬁcation (2, 9–16). However, the evidence is
not sufﬁcient to judge whether the net effect of intensiﬁed
agricultural production is more or less propitious to disease
emergence and ampliﬁcation than if it was not used. Expansion
of agriculture promotes encroachment into wildlife habitats,
leading to ecosystem changes and bringing humans and livestock
into closer proximity to wildlife and vectors, and the sylvatic
cycles of potential zoonotic pathogens. This greater intensity of
interaction creates opportunities for spillover of previously unknown pathogens into livestock or humans and establishment of
new transmission cycles. Anthropogenic environmental changes
arising from settlement and agriculture include habitat fragmentation, deforestation, and replacement of natural vegetation
by crops. These modify wildlife population structure and migration and reduce biodiversity by creating environments that
favor particular hosts, vectors, and/or pathogens.
Direct Pathogen Spillover from Wildlife to Humans. Examples of
direct pathogen spillover from wildlife to humans are many. The
emergence of HIV is believed to have arisen from hunting of
nonhuman primates for food in central African forests, and
outbreaks of Ebola hemorrhagic fever have been associated
with hunting in Gabon and the Republic of Congo (9, 15, 17).
Transmission of rabies by vampire bats to cattle and humans was
associated with forest activities in South America (18), and
Kyasanur Forest disease outbreaks followed encroachment of
agriculture and cattle into Indian forests (19, 20). The early
human cases of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) were
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Zoonosis emergence linked to agricultural
intensiﬁcation and environmental change

Fig. 1. Pathogen ﬂow at the wildlife–livestock–human interface. Arrows
indicate direct, indirect, or vector-borne candidate pathogen ﬂow. In each
host species there is a vast array of constantly evolving microorganisms,
some of which are pathogenic in the host. These are a source of new
organisms for other host species, some of which may be pathogenic in the
new host or may evolve in the new host to become pathogenic. If the
pathogen is also transmissible in the new host species then a new transmission cycle may be established. The rate and direction of candidate
pathogen ﬂow will depend on the nature and intensity of interaction between wildlife, livestock, and human compartments and the characteristics
of the compartments (Table 1).

associated with captive wildlife contact. It is likely that SARS
corona virus-like virus of bats was transmitted, in the wild or in
live animal markets, to various species of wild animal, such as
masked palm civets (Parguma larvata), and spilled over into humans
through contact with these intermediate hosts or their tissues,
before establishing human–human transmission (21).
Anthropogenic Environmental Change. Encroachment of human
settlements and agriculture on natural ecosystems results in expansion of ecotones (transition zones between adjacent ecological systems), where species assemblages from different habitats
mix. This provides new opportunities for pathogen spillover,
genetic diversiﬁcation, and adaptation. Associations between
disease emergence and ecotones have been suggested for several
diseases, including yellow fever, Lyme disease, hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, Nipah virus encephalitis, inﬂuenza, rabies,
cholera, leptospirosis, malaria, and human African trypanosomiasis (22). Most of these are zoonoses, and several involve both
wildlife and livestock in their epidemiology.
Geographical expansion of Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV)
in Southeast Asia has been associated with increasing irrigated
rice production and pig farming due to an expanding human
population (23–25). The primary mosquito vector of JEV, Culex
tritaeniorhynchus, breeds in irrigated areas, feeding primarily on
herons and egrets but also on domestic and wild mammals. Although humans are dead-end hosts, pigs develop viremia and are
ampliﬁers for human infection (24, 25). The combination of irrigated ﬁelds, which increase the density of vectors and water
birds, and pig farming increases the risk of virus spillover into
humans. Relocation of pigs away from households, in combination with human vaccination and vector control, has helped to
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decrease the incidence of human JEV in Japan, Taiwan, and
Korea (24).
A study of tsetse ﬂy density and natural habitat fragmentation
in eastern Zambia found that density was lowest in areas of
greatest fragmentation, and intense human settlement and habitat
clearance for agriculture has resulted in the disappearance of tsetse
ﬂies, which transmit human and animal trypanosomiasis (26).
A study of the gut bacterium Escherichia coli in humans,
livestock, and wildlife around Kibale National Park in Uganda
found that isolates from humans and livestock living near forest
fragments were genetically more similar to those from nonhuman primates in the forest fragments than to bacteria carried
by nonhuman primates living in nearby undisturbed forest. The
degree of similarity increased with the level of anthropogenic
disturbance in the forest fragment (27). A second study in Bwindi
Impenetrable National Park in Uganda found that the genetic
similarity between E. coli isolated from humans and livestock
and that of mountain gorillas increased with greater habitat
overlap (28). Higher interspecies transmission, which may be
in either direction, is therefore likely to arise from greater
ecological overlap.
The recent emergence of bat-associated viruses in Australia—
Hendra virus, Australian bat lyssavirus, and Menangle virus—is
associated with loss of bat habitat due to deforestation and agricultural expansion. Changes in the location, size, and structure
of bat colonies, and foraging in periurban fruit trees have led to
greater contact with livestock and humans, increasing the probability of pathogen spillover (29, 30).
Loss of biodiversity can exacerbate the risk of pathogen
spillover. In low diversity communities, vectors attain higher
pathogen prevalences because they feed more frequently on
primary reservoirs (23, 31). Conversely, vectors in high biodiversity communities feed on a wider range of hosts, some of
which are poor pathogen reservoirs, often resulting in lower
pathogen prevalence at ecological community level, as evidenced
by the negative correlation between bird diversity and human
West Nile virus incidence in the United States (31). Forest
fragmentation in North America has led to an increased risk of
Lyme disease in humans as a result of reduced biodiversity and
the associated increase in the density of the white-footed mouse
(Peromyscus leucopus), an efﬁcient host for the causative agent,
Borrelia burgdorferi, and its tick vector (32, 33). Ticks occurring in
forests with high vertebrate diversity have lower B. burgdorferi
infection prevalence than ticks in low vertebrate diversity habitats, and there is a greater abundance of ticks in low diversity
habitats (31). The reemergence in Brazil of Chagas disease,
caused by Trypanosoma cruzi, has been attributed to anthropogenic environmental change leading to low mammal diversity
and abundance of the common opossum, Didelphis aurita (34).
T. cruzi sero-prevalence in small wild mammals in fragmented
habitats was found to be higher than in continuous forest habitat
owing to low small mammal diversity and increased marsupial
abundance. Similar effects have been observed for leishmaniasis,
Rocky Mountain spotted fever, and schistosomiasis (23).
Water management activities may result in increased density
of breeding sites for mosquitoes. Rift Valley fever epidemics
have occurred after the construction of dams and irrigation canals
(35). Liver ﬂuke and its intermediate snail host have adapted to
the irrigation systems of the Nile Delta in Egypt and in Peru,
leading to increasing incidence of human fascioliasis (36). The
effect of fertilizer use on disease dynamics varies depending on
the pathogen, the host, the ecosystem, and the level of environmental nutrient enrichment (ENE), but parasites with complex
life cycles, especially trematodes, increase in abundance under
nutrient-rich conditions because their intermediate hosts—
snails, worms, crustaceans—have increased population density
and survival of infection. Increases in ENE in tropical and subtropical regions as agriculture develops may have an important
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Intensiﬁcation of Livestock Farming. Intensiﬁcation of livestock
production, especially pigs and poultry, facilitates disease transmission by increasing population size and density (14, 38, 39),
although effective management and biosecurity measures will
mitigate the between-herd spread of zoonotic diseases, such as
brucellosis and tuberculosis (40). As an alternative to investing in
improved husbandry or in situations of poor animal health service provision, antimicrobials are often used for growth promotion, disease prevention, or therapeutically, which in turn
promotes the evolution of antimicrobial resistance in zoonotic
pathogens (41). Intensiﬁcation also requires greater frequency of
movement of people and vehicles on and off farms, which further
increases the risk of pathogen transmission (42).
Intensive livestock farming can promote disease transmission
through environmental pathways (38). Ventilation systems expel
material, including pathogens such as Campylobacter and avian
inﬂuenza virus, into the environment, increasing risk of transmission to wild and domestic animals. Large quantities of waste
are produced that contain a variety of pathogens capable of
survival for several months if left untreated. Much of the waste is
spread on land, where it can come into contact with wild animals
and contaminate water. Similarly, use of animal waste in aquaculture leads to potential contact with wild birds (38).
Intensive farms use fewer workers per animal, thereby reducing
the number of people exposed to zoonoses compared with extensive systems. However, several cross-sectional studies report
higher sero-prevalence in farm workers of pandemic H1N1/09
inﬂuenza, hepatitis E, and highly pathogenic avian inﬂuenza H5
and H7 (38, 41) compared with the general community.
Intensive livestock systems generally have high density populations of low genetic diversity, which may favor increased
transmission and adaptation (39). Epidemiological modeling
experiments indicate that lower genetic diversity was associated
with an increased probability of a major epidemic or no epidemic
at all, whereas a more diverse population had a higher probability of a minor epidemic (43).
Food-borne bacterial pathogens evolve in response to environmental changes, developing new virulence properties and
occupying new niches, including antimicrobial resistance (16).
Such evolution can be facilitated by intensiﬁed livestock systems.
Increases in human salmonellosis have been due to the adaptation of Salmonella enteritidis phage type 4 to the poultry reproductive tract, and the emergence of vero cytotoxin-producing
E. coli O157 to infect humans via contaminated beef and by
environmental transmission (16).
Nipah Virus Emergence Linked to Livestock Intensiﬁcation and
Environmental Change. The ﬁrst known outbreak of Nipah virus

occurred in Malaysia during 1998–1999, causing respiratory
disease in pigs and high case fatality in humans. Epidemiological
outbreak investigation showed that pig and human cases had
occurred in 1997 on a large intensive pig farm in northern
Malaysia (11), where Nipah virus-infected fruit bats were
attracted to fruit trees planted around the farm. This provided
the opportunity for virus spillover to susceptible pigs via consumption of fruit contaminated with bat saliva or urine. Respiratory spread of infection between pigs was facilitated by high
pig and farm density and transport of pigs between farms to the
main outbreak area in south Malaysia (29, 30). Pigs then acted as
ampliﬁer hosts for human infection (30). Almost all human cases
had contact with pigs; there was no evidence of direct spillover
from bats to humans or of human-to-human transmission (11).
The outbreak was controlled by mass culling of pigs, and there
Jones et al.

Inﬂuenza A Virus Emergence Linked to Poultry Farming Practices.

Inﬂuenza A viruses are segmented RNA viruses that evolve
constantly by reassortment and mutation to create new strains of
varying pathogenicity and host range (54, 55). They are found in
birds, humans, pigs, horses, cats, dogs, and other animals (54,
56). Aquatic birds are considered to be the natural reservoir
hosts (54, 57) and seem to host a variety of ephemeral variants
rather than a single discrete strain (58). Avian inﬂuenza is usually
subclinical or of low pathogenicity in wild birds (59), but some
strains may be highly pathogenic when introduced to domestic
poultry (54). Swine inﬂuenza occurs in several subtypes in pigs
worldwide, and infection may be transmitted between pigs, birds,
and humans (54, 57).
Both extensive and intensive farming practices can inﬂuence
the likelihood of inﬂuenza virus spillover from wild birds to
domestic birds and pigs and the subsequent evolution and
ampliﬁcation in domestic animals and transmission to humans.
Rice paddies combined with free-grazing duck farming in wetland areas bring wild water birds into close proximity with domestic water birds (59, 60). The latter are susceptible to infection
but less likely to develop disease than chickens and are infectious
to other domestic poultry by direct contact or environmental
contamination (61). Other low biosecurity rearing systems, such
as scavenging poultry, household poultry, and small-scale commercial poultry, also allow direct or indirect contact between
wild and domestic birds (59, 61).
Although high biodiversity of the wild bird population can
increase the risk of pathogen spillover, low genetic diversity in
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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have been no further outbreaks of Nipah virus in Malaysia (11).
Nipah virus was found to be closely related to Hendra virus, for
which the reservoir hosts are Pteropus sp. fruit bats. A high seroprevalence was found in several species of Malaysian bats, suggesting that they are reservoirs and that the virus is endemic (11,
44, 45). Epstein et al. (11) and Daszak et al. (29) propose that
Malaysian bats have historically been infected with Nipah virus
and that there has probably been sporadic bat-to-pig and pig-tohuman transmission. They hypothesize that the initial 1997
outbreak on the index pig farm died out quickly, causing only
a few human cases, but the reintroduction of virus into a partially
immune population in 1998 resulted in prolonged circulation on
the farm, increasing the risk of spread to other farms and to
humans. When infected pigs were sold from the affected farm to
the south, where there was a high density of smaller intensive pig
farms and a high human density, a large outbreak occurred in
humans, stimulating an investigation and the discovery of Nipah
virus as the causative agent (11, 29). They conclude that the
emergence of Nipah virus was primarily driven by intensiﬁcation
of the pig industry combined with fruit production in an area
already populated by Nipah virus-infected fruit bats.
In contrast, seasonal clusters of human Nipah encephalitis
cases occurred in Bangladesh and India between 2001 and 2005,
with no apparent intermediate host (30). Serological surveys
found Nipah virus antibodies in Pteropus giganteus fruit bats but
no evidence of infection in pigs or other animals (29, 46). It is
believed that humans in these outbreaks acquired infection initially from bats via contaminated date palm sap and that the
outbreaks spread through human-to-human transmission (11, 29).
There is serological evidence that henipaviruses occur throughout the range of pteropid bat species, which occur from Madagascar to South and Southeast Asia, Australasia, and Paciﬁc Islands
(11). Surveys in bats in India, Indonesia, Cambodia, Thailand,
and Madagascar have found Nipah virus RNA or virus-neutralizing antibodies (47–51). Nipah and Hendra virus-neutralizing
antibodies and henipavirus RNA were also found in Eidolon
helvum fruit bats sampled in Ghana in West Africa, demonstrating that henipaviruses are not restricted to the range of
pteropid bats (52, 53).
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impact because of the diversity of infectious pathogens in these
areas (37). The use of manure as a fertilizer may increase transmission of food-borne pathogens such as verotoxigenic E. coli and
Salmonella (16).

the domestic population encourages rapid dissemination of infection if the latter are susceptible (39, 62). The expansion of
intensive livestock production in the last few decades, particularly for short generation interval species such as poultry and
pigs, creates large high density populations in which there is an
increased probability of adaptation of an introduced inﬂuenza
virus and ampliﬁcation for transmission between farms, to
humans, and to wild animals (38, 60, 63). The increased trade in
poultry and poultry products can rapidly spread infection to new
farms, areas, or countries, whether by small-scale informal or
formal trade or large-scale commercial trade. Live bird markets
in particular play an important role in disseminating infection
and provide opportunities for cross-species transmission between
domestic and wild birds (61, 64).
The human disease impact of recently emerged human pathogenic inﬂuenza viruses has been lower than was observed during
the pandemics of the last century, but the potential remains for
the evolution of a variant that is both highly transmissible to
humans and of high pathogenicity (54). Farming systems that
allow contact between wild and domestic birds and pigs and have
large high density populations that facilitate transmission,
adaption, and ampliﬁcation are increasing the risk that such a
pandemic variant will emerge.
Discussion
The results from this work will inform the research policy of the
United Kingdom Department of International Development.
Given the broad nature of the study question and the potential
for signiﬁcant biases, we decided that a systematic review approach was required, so that the scientiﬁc knowledge base could
be examined in a structured and transparent manner. A key
objective was to obtain as complete a literature database as possible. Most of the publications that were included did not present
data and results suitable for quantitative analysis, such as metaanalysis, and therefore the interpretation needed to be based on
qualitative methods.
Some of the limitations of our approach included the following: few papers described primary research; different review
papers tended to be based on the same small number of primary
research papers; the diversity of studies prevented metaanalysis;

and non-English language papers were excluded from the initial
database search.
This systematic review found several examples of zoonotic
disease emergence at the wildlife–livestock–human interface that
were associated with varying combinations of agricultural intensiﬁcation and environmental change, such as habitat fragmentation and ecotones, reduced biodiversity, agricultural changes,
and increasing human density in ecosystems. Expansion of livestock production, especially in proximity to wildlife habitats, has
facilitated pathogen spillover from wildlife to livestock and vice
versa and increased the likelihood that livestock become amplifying hosts in which pathogens can evolve and become transmissible to humans. Some wildlife species have adapted to and
thrived in the ecological landscape created by human settlement
and agriculture and have become reservoirs for disease in livestock and humans. Table 1 provides a conceptual framework of
the characteristics of the types of wildlife–livestock–human interface where zoonotic disease has emerged or reemerged.
Human population growth and associated changes and increases in demand for food and other commodities are drivers
of environmental change, such as urbanization, agricultural expansion and intensiﬁcation, and habitat alteration. These play an
important role in the emergence and reemergence of infectious
diseases by affecting ecological systems at landscape and community levels, as well as host and pathogen population dynamics.
Climate variability interacts with these environmental changes to
contribute to disease emergence (65). Changes in the ecosystem
can lead to increased pathogen transmission between hosts or
greater contact with new host populations or host species. This
occurs against a background of pathogen evolution and selection
pressure, leading to emergence of pathogen strains that are
adapted to the new conditions (66). The intensity of the interface
between wildlife, humans, and domestic animal species has never
been static, and all biological systems have an inherent capacity
for both resilience and adaptation (67), but the current pace of
anthropogenic change could be too fast to allow system adaptation and overwhelm resilience.
In pristine or natural ecosystems, coevolution of host and
pathogens tends to favor low pathogenicity microorganisms. In
intensive systems, genetic selection and management of livestock
creates frequent contact opportunities, high animal numbers,

Table 1. Conceptual framework of types of wildlife–livestock–human interface and their characteristics
Type of wildlife–livestock–
human interface

Level of biodiversity

“Pristine” ecosystem with
High
human incursion to harvest
wildlife and other resources
Ecotones and fragmentation
High but decreasing
of natural ecosystems:
farming edges, human
incursion to harvest natural
resources
Evolving landscape: rapid
Low, but increasing
intensiﬁcation of agriculture
peridomestic wildlife
and livestock, alongside
extensive and backyard
farming

Characteristics of livestock Connectedness between Examples of zoonotic disease
population
populations
with altered dynamics
No livestock

Very low, small
populations and
limited contact
Few livestock, multiple
Increasing contact
species, mostly extensive
between people,
systems
livestock, and wild
animals

Ebola, HIV, SARS, Nipah
virus in Bangladesh and
India
Kyasanur Forest disease,
Bat rabies, E. coli
interspecies transmission
in Uganda, Nipah virus
in Malaysia
Avian inﬂuenza, Japanese
encephalitis virus in Asia

Many livestock, both
High contacts between
intensive and genetically
intensive and
homogenous, as well as
extensive livestock,
extensive and genetically
people, and
diverse
peridomestic wildlife.
Less with endangered
wildlife.
Managed landscape: islands of Low, but increased number Many livestock, mainly
Fewer contacts between Bat-associated viruses in
intensive farming, highly
of certain peridomestic
intensive, genetically
livestock, and people;
Australia, West Nile virus
regulated. Farm land
wildlife species
homogeneous, biosecure
increasing contacts
in United States, Lyme
converted to recreational
with wildlife.
disease in United States
and conservancy
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Methods
A qualitative systematic review was carried out during late 2010 to early 2011
by a multidisciplinary team with expertise in epidemiology, socioeconomics,
and ecology. A systematic review is an analytical research study design that
follows a structured approach toward selecting, analyzing, and interpreting
available empirical evidence in an integrated way to answer a speciﬁc research question while explicitly taking potential bias into account (68). The
full protocol for conducting the review is provided as supplementary material (SI Methods, Fig. S1, and Tables S1–S3) and is summarized here. The
overall objective of the study was to analyze scientiﬁc knowledge in relation
to zoonotic disease transmission by direct or indirect livestock–wildlife interaction, with emphasis on risk factors, drivers, and trajectories of transmission. This article focuses on those study ﬁndings that provide evidence of
the effect of agricultural intensiﬁcation and environmental change on
zoonosis at the wildlife–livestock–human interface.
The overall objective was broken down into seven themes, for which
literature database search terms and algorithms were deﬁned. More than 280
unique algorithms were used and more than 100 keywords. Several databases
were explored to assess the number and quality of papers identiﬁed, and
PubMed (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) and CAB Direct (www.cabdirect.
org/) were selected. The initial search criteria were English language papers
published from 2006 to 2010 describing primary research and reviews.
A total of 1,022 relevant published papers were identiﬁed by searching
their titles and abstracts for speciﬁed key words. The abstracts were independently reviewed by at least two reviewers to identify those that
contained relevant information, and 261 papers were selected to be assessed
for eligibility using forms for data extraction and assessment of study quality
(SI Methods). One hundred forty-ﬁve papers were eligible for inclusion.
A further 133 papers were identiﬁed by screening the reference lists of the
eligible papers and inclusion of relevant papers already known to the team.
This resulted in a total of 278 eligible papers, 57 of which were relevant to
the topic of this article. Because of the wide variation in type of study,
geographical location, pathogens, and host species it was not possible to
conduct quantitative metaanalysis, so information was extracted, summarized, and organized by emerging themes; these are the headings used in
Results in this article.
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SI Methods
Our overall objective was to analyze scientiﬁc knowledge in relation to zoonotic disease transmission by direct or indirect
livestock–wildlife interaction, with emphasis on risk factors,
drivers, and trajectories of transmission.
We considered that zoonoses appearing in standard textbooks
could be classiﬁed as “important.” This is an important point of
departure from other studies that include all zoonotic pathogens,
even those that are extremely rare. One of our hypotheses was
that important zoonoses might have different characteristics in
terms of type and host. Three standard textbooks were used to
identify these zoonoses of importance (1–3). Information was
extracted from the text and entered into an Excel database
(Microsoft). Initially 343 diseases were identiﬁed, which decreased
to 292 diseases after removal of duplicates and standardization
of names. From the database of 292 important zoonoses, the
research team selected 61 zoonoses that had both a livestock–
wildlife interface and were important in developing countries.
The overall objective was broken down into seven themes; (i)
disease transmission routes and relative importance of the livestock-wildlife route; (ii) pathogens of wildlife capable of recombining with analogous organisms in domestic livestock; (iii)
risk factors for disease transmission from wild/domestic animals
to people and between wildlife and domestic livestock; (iv)
drivers inﬂuencing interaction between wildlife/livestock and the
implications for zoonoses transmission; (v) historical changes in
transmission, factors that foster novel transmission routes and
hosts, and wild animal candidates for future disease transmission;
(vi) production and socioeconomic factors inﬂuencing the risk of
transmission between wildlife and domestic livestock and from
wildlife/livestock to people; and (vii) risk management and control
interventions and their success or failure, with emphasis on interventions based on managing interaction between hosts.

Literature database search terms and algorithms were deﬁned
for each theme. These are listed in Table S3. More than 280 unique
algorithms were used and more than one hundred key words.
Several databases were explored to assess the number and
quality of papers identiﬁed, and PubMed (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/) and CAB Direct (www.cabdirect.org/) were selected.
The initial search criteria were English language papers published from 2006 to 2010 describing primary research and reviews. Every effort was made to obtain the papers that were
selected for full paper review, although this was not successful in
every case.
A total of 1,022 relevant published papers were identiﬁed by
searching their titles and abstracts for the speciﬁed search terms
and one or more of the important zoonotic diseases (Fig. S1). The
abstracts were independently reviewed by at least two reviewers to
identify those that contained relevant information on important
zoonotic diseases with a wildlife–livestock interface, and 261
papers were selected to be assessed for eligibility using forms for
data extraction and assessment of study quality (Tables S1 and
S2). The paper reviewers assessed the strength of evidence for
each paper according to the following criteria: credibility of researchers; adequacy of study design (for original studies); thoroughness of review (for review papers); possible bias; populations
covered; and overall importance.
A total of 145 papers were eligible for inclusion because of
relevance to one or more of the seven themes. A further 133
papers were identiﬁed by screening the reference lists of the
eligible papers, and the inclusion of relevant papers already
known to the team. This resulted in a total of 278 eligible papers,
57 of which were relevant to the topic of this article.
The information that was extracted in the data capture forms
was summarized and organized by emerging themes into chapters.
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